Toward a Risk Management Defense Strategy

This monograph offers key considerations for DoD as it works through the on-going defense
review. The author outlines eight principles for a risk management defense strategy. He argues
that these principles provide measures of merit for evaluating the new administrations defense
choices. This monograph builds on two previous works-Known Unknowns: Unconventional
Strategic Shocks in Defense Strategy Development and The New Balance: Limited Armed
Stabilization and the Future of U.S. Landpower. Combined, these three works offer key
insights on the most appropriate DoD responses to increasingly unconventional defense and
national security conditions. This work in particular provides DoD leaders food for thought, as
they balance mounting defense demands and declining defense resources.
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The author outlines eight principles for a risk management defense strategy. He argues that
these principles provide measures of merit for evaluating the new.
It describes the concept of risk management as a founding principle for contemporary defense
strategy development. It concludes with eight key strategic . Toward a risk management
defense strategy / Nathan Freier. Published: Carlisle Barracks, PA: Strategic Studies Institute,
U.S. Army War College, [].
Risk Management Versus Risk Elimination Risk, as the likelihood of â€œfailure or prohibitive
cost in pursuit of strategic, operational, or management objectives,â€•. Revenue recognition
tilts toward modified transition approach organizations consider through a lens of strategic
opportunities and risks. The report describes how COSO's enterprise risk management (ERM)
and internal. ian information suggesting the corporate strategy is either not working or losing
Essential to effective risk management, the lines-of-defense model is implicit in COSO's
control toward striking the appropriate balance to optimize the natural . In program
management, the literature on program risk management is limited. Our samples in this study
included 12 major defense programs from five . PMI ( ) suggested avoid, transfer, and mitigate
as strategies for negative risks, in the topics, namely attitude toward risk management, risk
management boards.
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